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Glimmering in the darkness as shadows walk past
The rain falls next to me, and I am blinded
Running from my emotions your words they cut deep
It's late and past my time, it leaves you blinded

GO!

Filling in the incisions to cover my wounds
These scars you'll never see (these scars you will never
see)
Standing high on the ceiling as they all pass by
You'll never notice me, you'll never notice me

Erase my mind
Go back this time
When we were blinded, blinded
So deep inside we just can't hide
It leaves you blinded, blinded

As everything dies around you
I'll encrypt every letter that you wrote me
Burning pictures of your face
To keep it deep inside my heart 
Just cause you're gone it doesn't mean that we forgot

Erase my mind
Go back this time
When we were blinded, blinded
So deep inside we just can't hide
It leaves you blinded, blinded

And we tried so hard to say
All the feelings we've held back
But the words got in the way

Now there's nothing better

The pottery breaks intuition
My soul's at stake, its reflection
I'm jumping now, split decision
Break away, break away, break
The feeling within, it's amazing
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The wind on my skin, it's refreshing
Completing the end, it's the best thing
Break away, break away, break
(You knew that we would never let you break)

Erase my mind
Go back this time
When we were blinded, blinded
So deep inside we just can't hide
It leaves you blinded, blinded
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